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Lagoon catamaran - LAGOON 46

Nom du bateau : LAGOON 46
Location : Lorient

   

À vendre (neuf)

686 800 € excl. taxes
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Resume

The Lagoon 46 is a catamaran that reinforces the brand's fundamentals, offering a generous and bold boating
experience. It embodies freedom, the sweet life, and innovation, all in a style enhanced by Patrick le Quément through
new creations.

On the exterior, the Lagoon 46 offers well-balanced living spaces, with modular cockpits at the front and rear, a full galley
at the rear, and easy and secure access to the sea. The flybridge, accessible from two sides, is dedicated to both
maneuvering and relaxation. The central helm station provides both protection and visibility, and various sun protection
options are available, such as a folding convertible top or a rigid bimini. Additionally, the dinghy launch system can be a
classic davit or an electric tenderlift platform, providing a new living space at the rear of the boat while facilitating water
access.

On the interior, designed by Nauta Design, the layout adopts a refined, elegant, and functional style. The owner's spaces
are generous, with island beds for optimal comfort. The other cabins also offer impressive volumes, including the forward
cabin that competes with the aft cabins. The finishes are meticulous, and interior brightness is maximized to enhance
onboard quality of life. The connection between the forward cockpit and the saloon is made possible by a retractable
glass panel that creates a sense of space without borders and ensures excellent ventilation.

In terms of navigation, the Lagoon 46 is performance-oriented and seaworthy. It features an enlarged sail plan for a
better sail area/displacement ratio. The aft-positioned mast, derived from VPLP Design's racing experience, allows for a
longer boom. In addition to a shorter boom and a self-tacking jib, the Lagoon 46 also offers an electric winch system for
the mainsail traveler. The larger forward triangle provides a wider range of headsails and improves sailing efficiency.

In summary, the Lagoon 46 offers a serene and enjoyable sailing experience, combining performance, comfort, and
elegant design. Whether for family or friends' cruises, it represents an ideal option to fully enjoy yachting.

This configurator allows you to fully customize your Lagoon catamaran in terms of ambiances (fabrics, leather, wood
essences) and options.

Are you the proud owner of a Lagoon catamaran. Discover the CLUB LAGOON. Enjoy privileged online access, explore
our discounts at the Lagoon Boutique, and benefit from the advantages of our partner stores and marinas around the
world.
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Caracteristics

 Type : Saling c catamaran

 Lenght : 13,99m

 Width : 7,96m

 Draught : 1.35

 Lest type : Keeling boat, Small
draught

 Yacht category : A

 Security : Coastal

 Flag : Francais

 Water Tank : 2 x 300 l

 Fuel Tank : 2 x 520 l

 Engine : x2 Inboard, Sail Drive,
Yanmar

Sail equipement

 Main sail

 MS Full Batten

 Genoa

 Furling Genoa

 Gennaker

 Symetric spinnaker

 Asymetric spinnaker

 Staysail

 Tormentin

 Lazy-bag

 Lazy Jack

 Releasable forestay

 Main Sail covering

 Carbon mast

 Code 0

 Furler

Electronic

 Navigation control panel

 Loch

 Speedo

 Sonar

 Weather vane

 Anemometer

 GPS

 Plotter

 Radar

 Autopilot

 VHF

 Cruise control

 Charger

 220V Circuit

 12V Circuit

 Shore plug

 AIS

 USB

 Hydro generator

 Wind turbine

 Inverter

 Solar panels

Outdoorcomfort

 Steering wheel

 Teak deck

 Teak cockpit

 Roof protection

 Windlass

 Electric windlass

 Davits

 Dinghy

 Dinghy engine

 Sun bath

 Swimming lader

 Mooring line

 Thruster

 Flybridge

 Outside shower

 Footbridge

 Cockpit table

 Cockpit sadlery

Indoorcomforts

 Heater

 Air conditioning

 Freezer

 Fridge

 Stove

 Oven

 Black water tank

 Generator

 Watermaker

 Convertible bed saloon

 Freezer

 Water group

 Hot water

 Micro-wave

 Radio CD

 TV

 DVD

 Automatic safety jacket
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